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ABSTRACT 

RADIATIVE EFFECTS OF CIRRUS CLOUDS 

The divergence of net radiation in a tropical atmosphere wi.th cirrus 

clouds has been examined in terms of two bulk radiative properties of the 

cloud: shortwave optical thickness, T*, and broad-band infrared emissivity, 

E*. The shortwave optical thickness of the cirrus cloud is the primary 

factor controlling the radiative energy budget at tne earth's surface 

while the cloud's broad-band infrared emissivity is the primary factor 

influencing the heat budget of the atmosphere. 

The net radiative energy budget of the tropical atmosphere over an 

ocean surface in the presence and absence of a cirrus cloud has been· 

examined. The total net radiative energy at the top of the atmosphere is 

relatively unchanged from the clear sky value by the presence of a cirrus 

cloud layer while the surface energy budget sho\.l/s a significant decrease 

in the shortwave component. The total net radiative energy loss of the 

a tmosphere when a ci rrus layer is present is shown to be 22% to 78~~ of 

the loss from a cloudless sky. This suppression of divergence generates 

in 24 hours an amount of energy which is 32% to 99% of the estimated net 

latent heat released to the atmosphere by precipitation processes in a 

cumulonimbus cloud. 

A parameterization technique has been developed which gives 

radiative temperature change as a function of cloud base temperaturp. 

and geometric thickness for three layers encompassing the atmosphere: 

(1) the surface to cloud base layer, (2) the cloud layer itself, 

(3) the 1 aye.r from cloud top to the top of the atmosphere. The 

di vergence of net radi a ti on th.rough these three 1 ayers is shown to be 

i i 



linearly dependent on the cirrus cloud1s infrared emissivity and 

shortwave optical thickness. Radiative warming in the cirrus layer 

itself increases with increasing s* and with decreasing cloud temperature. 

James R. Fleming 
Department of Atmospheric Science 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521 
August, 1973 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cirrus clouds are a regular feature of the atmosphere in the tropics. 

While their radiative properties are not particularly striking when 

compared to other clouds, their persistence in time and space make them 

an important feature in the study of the vertical transport of energy by 

radiation (Riehl, 1962). 

Clouds are the principal modulators of radiation in the tropical 

atmosphere. Investigation of the effects of cirrus clouds on the vertical 

profile of radiative divergence will yield insight into the energetics of 

the tropical atmosphere for atmospheric motions ranging from daily 

convective activity to the scale of the general circulation. Understanding 

of the energetics will aid in the development of a comprehensive theory of 

the tropical atmosphere. 

The transfer of radiation through the tropical atmosphere in the 

presence of a cirrus cloud layer has been modelled in terms of two bulk 

radiative properties of the cloud: shortwave optical thickness, T*, and 

broad-band infrared emissivity, E*. The optical thickness has been 

derived from the geometric thickness of the cloud layer by assuming the 

scattering phase function of the cirrus crystals and the concentration 

of ice in the cloud. The range of cirrus cloud effective infrared 

emissivity used was reported as a function of cloud geometric thickness 

by Kuhn and Weickmann (1969) and by Davis (1970). The shortwave and 

longwave irradiances at the cloud boundaries are correctly specified 

with minimum computational time by employing the cloud's bulk radiative 

properties in the computations; no information is available, however, 

concerning the spectral characteristics or the angular distribution of 

the radiation field which interacts with the cloud. 
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This study reports the development of a model to calculate vertical 

profiles of net irr'adiance in the tropical atmosphere with cirrus clouds 

present. The divergence of net irradiance has been investigated as a 

function of bulk radiative properties of the cloud layer and the 

resulting radiative temperature change has been parameterized for three 

layers encompassing the entire atmosphere. A time integration of the 

irradiance values was performed over one day to determine the net 

radiative energy budget of the tropical atmosphere over an ocean 

surface for cloudless conditions and with cirrus clouds present. 
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II. PROPERTIES OF CIRRUS CLOUDS 

The determination of the radiative effects of a cirrus cloud 

layer requires information about the particles comprising the cloud. 

The composition, size, shape, orientation and number density of the 

cloud particles determine their effect on the scattering and absorption 

of incident solar energy. The geometric thickness, when combined with 

these microphysical cloud properties, determines the shortwave optical 

thickness and the range of probable infrared emissivity of the cirrus 

layer. 

A. Observed Physical Properties 

Three methods of investigation are applicable in determining 

the nature of the ice crystals composing cirroform clouds: (l) 

direct measurements in situ may be carried out by aircraft instrumented 

to collect cloud hydrometeors; (2) in the laboratory ice crystals may 

be grown and studied under controlled conditions of temperature and 

water saturation; (3) deduction of physical characteristics of the 

crystals may be made from visual optical phenomena associated with 

cirrus cloud layers. Jacobowitz 0970} has discussed at length the 

results of these methods of investigation. He finds that the 

crystals of a cirrus cloud may be approximated by hexagonal columns 

of ice with a mean major axis of 150 ~m and a mean minor axis of 

60 ~m. He shows that the orientation of the crystals in space may 

be assumed to be random for calculations of the scattering phase 

function. The observed number density is of the order of 0.5 cm-3. 

His solutions of ice concentration as a function of cloud thickness 

and height are used to determine shortwave optical thickness of the 

cloud layer. 
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Calculations of the divergence of net irradiance through a 

layer are sensi.tive to the location of the layer in the assumed 

temperature and moi·sture profile. Cirrus cloud layers may range 

in thickness from very thin wisps to layers 5 km. thick. Heights of 

cirrus cloud bases in the tropics range from 9.7 to 12.8 km. The 

highest cloud top observed that Davis (1970) reported during the 

BOMEX experiment was 14.9 km. Calculations of the divergence of 

net irradiance are performed in this study for moderately thick 

cirrus clouds of infinite horizontal extent, one to two km thick 

with the lowest base at 9.7 km and the highest top at 16.0 km. 

B. Shortwave Radiative Properties 

Knowledge of the particles comprising a cirrus cloud allows a 

calculation of the intensity of light scattered from a crystal as 

a function of the scattering angle. Jacobowitz (1971) has computed 

the scatterin9 phase function for hexagonal crystals. His 

calculations include the effects of diffraction, reflection and 

refraction of light by the crystals. The intensity of radiation 

transmitted through a model cirrus cloud for a unit incident flux 

normal to the cloud is illustrated in Figure 1 as a function of 

the nadir angle. For optically thin layers, the transmission 

function is given to high accuracy by the phase function for 

single scattering. The scattering is dominated by a strong peak 

centered at e = 00 where the intensity of scattered radiation is 

five orders of magnitude larger than that scattered in any other 

direction. 
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The effective optical thickness of a layer for monochromatic 

radiation is defined by 

T* = K .. H e (1) 

where Ke is thle exUncti on coeffi dent and H is the geometri c 

thickness. Jacobowitz has determined that the scattering of light 

from cirrus c~ystals may be closely approximated by the scattering 

diagram computed from Mie theory for 40 ~m spheres. The extinction 

coeffi ci ent may then be wri tten 

(2) 

where N is the number density of cirrus crystals, r is the equivalent 

Mie radius, and Qe the extinction efficiency. The ice concentration 

of the cloud is related to the number density by 

4 3 
w = "3 'ITr Pi N 

where Pi is the density of ice. Using these definitions, the 

expression for optical depth becomes 

T* = l w H Q • 
4 Pir e 

For particles large compared to the wavelength of light, Qe ~ 2 

(Van de Hulst, 1957). For crystals of 40 ~m radius and with 

Pi = 0.92 g cm-3 equation (4) becomes 

T* ~ 40.7 w H 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where w has units 9 m-3 and H is in km. wand H may vary over wide 

limits; the product of the two does not. The combinations of ice 

concentration wand geometric thickness H used in the determination 

of optical thickness of cirrus clouds were taken from cloud solutions 

presented by Jacobowitz (1970). He inverted the problem of 
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radiative transfer to solve for cloud properties using radiance data 

from the Nimbus III satellite infrared spectromet,er. For example, 

a 2 km thick cloud with a base pressure of 200 mb has an ice concen

tration ranging from one to three mg m-3. From equation (5) this 

gives a range of .* from 0.0814 to 0.2442. Figur,e 2 shows shortwave 

extinction vs. ice concentration w for a 2 km thick cloud with a 

base pressure of 200 mb. 

These small values of the optical thickness indicate that the 

radiation that interacts with the cloud particles is scattered only 

once. Fi gure 3 shows the probabi 1 ity of occurrence of si ng 1 e (Pl ), 

double (P2) , and triple (P3) scattering determined by Bugnolo (1960) 

as a function of optical thickness. For.* = 0.2442, the probability 

of double scattering events is less than 3% and the probability of 

a triple scatter is less than 1%. Therefore, the solar irradiance 

at the base of the cloud will consist primarily of energy directly 

transmitted through the cloud and energy scattered into the forward 

direction after interaction with one cirrus crystal. The irradiance 

reflected by a cirrus cloud is also primarily the result of inter

actions with single crystals. Because the individual crystals 

determine the surface of the cloud, small horizontal irregularities 

in the cloud layer will have virtually no effect on the reflected 

light leaving the cirrus cloud. 

The effects of absorption of solar radiation by cirrus ice 

crystals were derived from estimates of the single scattering 

albedo Wo given by Danielson et al, (1969). The albedo of single 

scattering is defined as the ratio of the amount of light scattered 

by a layer to that which is scattered and absorbed. 
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w = o (6) 

where Ks is the scattering coefficient and ~ is the absorption 

coefficient and Ks + Ka = Ke· Danielson estimates 1 - Wo ~ 10-3 

for terrestrial clouds. This gives 

W = o 0.999 

Using equation (1), an absorption optical thickness '*a and a 

scattering optical thickness T*s may be defined: 

,* = T* + ,* = (K + K ) H a s a s 
and 

T* = (1 - w ) ,* a 0 

,* = w ,* 
S 0 

The transmissivity of a layer of optical thickness ,* is 

T = exp (-,* sec e) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

where e is the solar zenith angle and the values of sec e are 

reduced by atmospheric refraction and curvature of the earth's 

atmosphere. The extinction of solar radiation by the cloud layer 

is given at each solar zenith angle by l.-T. Reflectivity p and 

absorptivity a are expressed in terms of the scattering and 

absorption optical thicknesses by 

p = 1. - exp (-'*s sec e) 

a = 1. - exp (-'*a sec e) 

( 13) 

(14) 
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In order to compare th.e.results. sf th.ese. calculations to 

solutions of the transfer equati"on employing the scattering phase 

function in its explicit form, it is necessary to scale the optical 

thi.ckness deri.ved from exact theory (Van de Hulst & Grossman, 1968). 

T* = (1 - gJ T (15) 

where T* is the effective optical thickness one would assume in an 

isotropic scattering problem in order to obtain computed irradiance 

values similar to those computed for thickness T in an anisotropic 

problem. The asymmetry parameter, g, is defined by 

+1 
g = ~ f P(cos e) cos e d{cos e) 

-1 

(16 ) 

where 9 is the weighted mean over the sphere of the cosine of the 

scattering angle with the phase function p(cos e) as a weighting 

function; g ranges from +1 for total forward scattering to -1 for 

total back scatter. Figure 4 shows theoretical curves computed by 

Liou (1973) and Hansen (1969) of cloud reflectivity as a function of 

solar zenith angle for T = 2 and T = .5 (broken lines); and the 

reflectivity employed in the present study for T* = 0.1628 and 

T* = 0.0452 (solid lines). The curves are in approximate coincidence 

for an asymmetry parameter g = 0.9. Danielson et al (1969) 

estimates g = 0.875 for terrestrial clouds. The average cirrus cloud 

total albedo of 20% with solar zenith angle 250 measured by Drummond 

and Hickey (197l) is plotted in Figure 4 for comparison. 

Observations of the transmissivity of cirrus clouds at visible 

wavelengths have been tabulated by Kondratyev (1969) and are 

illustrated in Figure 5. The number below each point represents 
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the number of observations at that zenith angle included in the 

average. Measured deviations of 30-40% in the average transmission 

are included in the averages. The theoretical curves for a 2 km 

thick cloud at 200 mb. with two ice concentrations of .001 and .003 
-3 g m are shown for comparison. 

c. Longwave Radiative Properties 

The transfer of infrared radiation through a cloud layer may 

be modelled in terms of the broad-band layer emissivity (c.f. 

section III B.). Determinations of infrared emissivities of 

cirrus clouds as a function of geometric thickness have been 

made by Cox (1969), Kuhn and Weickmann (1969), and by Davis (1970). 

The effecti ve lemi ss i vi ty (Gergen, 1958) is determi ned from the 

equivalent radiation at cloud top and cloud base by 

(17) 

where Heq(l) is the equivalent radiation at cloud top, defined as 

the upward irradiance plus the downward irradiance divided by two. 

Beq {l) is the corresponding equivalent irradiance from a black body 

radiating at the temperature of the cloud top. The subscript (2) 

refers to cloud base. The emissivity derived in this manner implic .... 

itly includes the effects of emission by gases within the cloud 

layer and any scattering by the cloud hydrometeors. 

An upward effective emissivity (e:*t) and a downward effective 

emissivity (e:"'~4-) may be defined from observati ons of the divergence 

of the upward and downward longwave irradiances. According to Cox 

(1969), it is normally found that e:*4- > e:* > E*t. Because the 
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longwave radiaUve transfer s.cheme treats the above cloud layers 

independently from the below cloud layers, the radiaUve effects 

of cirrus cloud found to have <:*+ -;. <:*1: wi.ll be derived in the present 

study from a composite of cases involving two different values of E*. 

Figure 6 i:11ustrates the results of measurements by Kuhn and 

Weickmann and by Davis and calculations performed for discrete wave 

numbers by Jacobowitz (1970) of emissivity as a function of cloud 

geometric thickness. The zenith emissivity EZ = 1. - exp{-T) 

measured by Kuhn and Weickmann was transformed to hemispherical 

emissivity EH by integrating E
Z 

over the hemisphere. 

Because of the large variations in observed emissivities and the 

poor relationship of E* to H, radiative transfer calculations were 

performed for several geometric thicknesses and for a range of 

emissivity ,values specified in Table 2, section IV. 

A summary of the geometric, physical and radiative parameters 

which are considered in deriving the radiative effects of cirrus 

cloud is presented in Table 1. 
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III. THE CLOUD MODEL 

In this study, shortwave and longwave irradiances are computed 

separately by numerical radiative transfer techniques for mean tropical 

temperature and moisture profiles. The shortwave transfer technique 

treats absorption of solar radiation by water vapor, carbon dioxide and 

ozone; scattering by molecules in the cloud free atmosphere; and 

reflection, absorption and transmission of shortwave radiation by the 

cloud layer. The short wavelength region considered is from 0.3 ~m to 

3.0 ~m. The longwave radiative transfer technique treats emission by the 

same three gaseous constituents of the atmosphere and transmission and 

emission by the cloud layer. The longwave spectrum is confined to the 

interval 3.0 ~m to 55.0 ~m in wavelength. 

A. Shortwave Radiative Transfer 

The transfer of solar radiation through the atmosphere was 

calculated using the absorption data for water vapor, carbon dioxide 

and ozone given as a function of absorber amount by Manabe and 

Moller (1961). Temperature, mixing ratio of water vapor and ozone 

taken from the United States Standard Atmosphere Supplements (1966) 

for 150 N latitude were specified at each pressure level. The 

amount of carbon dioxide was assumed constant as a function of 

height at 0.044'7 percent by weight. The total radiative temperature 

change for each layer is the sum of the temperature changes due to 

absorption of radiation by the three gases. Any overlap between 

absorption bands of the different gases was ignored. The altitude 

of the sun above the horizon, is specified uniquely by the day of 

the year, latitude and time of day. Instantaneous shortwave 
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heating rates, computed for 23 time steps from sunrise to local 

noon were summed and multiplied by two to gi,ve the total shortwave 

heating through the day. 

The addition of a cirrus cloud to the atmosphere requires that 

solar radiatfon reflected and absorbed by lce crystals in the cloud 

layer be considered in the transfer computation. At each time step, 

the albedo of the cirrus layer is given by equation (13). The 

reflected irradiance Ht is equal to p • Hi-. The cirrus layer was 

assumed to be a diffuse reflector and the optical thickness of each 

layer of the atmosphere above the cloud was scaled by 'the 

diffusivity factor 1.66, formed by a hemispherical integration of 

optical thickness over solid angle, (Goody, 1964)!. for computing 

absorption of the reflected irradiance. Above the cloud the 

downward flux at each level was given by the sum of the direct beam 

irradiance and the irradiance reflected by the cloud which was 

rescattered by molecules into the lower hemisphere. The upward flux 

above the cloud is the sum of irradiance directly reflected by the 

cloud and that which is scattered upward by molecular constituents 

above the cloud. The absorption of radiation by iice crystals is 

computed from equation (14). The total heating of the cloud layer 

is then given by the sum of the heating caused by gaseous 

absorption and absorption by cirrus crystals. 

(ilT) TOTAL = (ilT) GASEOUS + (ilT) ICE 
ilt SW ilt SW ilt SW 

(19) 

The shortwave radiative temperature change in a c·irrus cloud layer 

2 km thick with a base pressure of 200 mb is illustrated in 

Figure 7 as a function of optical thickness. The absorptivity of 
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the cirrus cloud increases with increasing T*. The radiative heating 

of the cloud layer, however, is increased over the! clear sky value 

only for small values of optical thickness. For T* > 0.1, increased 

reflectivity of the cloud layer decreases the amount of solar energy 

available for absorption in the cloud. 

Fi gure 8 illustrates the conditions imposed on the shortwave 

irradiance at the boundaries of a cirrus cloud. The upward and 

downward f1 uxes are defi ned by the opti ca 1 thi cknE~ss T*, the albedo 

of single scatter, 00
0

, and the solar zenith angle. 

Energy which is not reflected or absorbed by the cirrus cloud 

is transmitted to the layers of the atmosphere below the cloud. A 

surface albedo of zero is assumed in the initial computations; this 

constraint is relaxed in the discussion of radiative energy budgets. 

The results of the computations are most applicable to cirrus clouds 

located over the tropical oceans (c.f. Appendix B). 

B. Longwave Radiative Transfer 

The transfer of longwave radiation (3 ~m to 55 ~m) was 

calculated with a numerical computation technique reported by Cox 

(1973). Temperature, moisture, and ozone profiles taken from the 

United States Standard Atmosphere Supplements (1966) for 150 N 

latitude were used in the calculations. 

The radiative temperature change of a volume of the atmo-

sphere is caused by the divei"gence of net radiation across that 

volume. Assuming horizontal homogeneous stratification and employing 

the hydrostatic assumption, the radiative temperature change may 

be written 
(20) 
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In finite difference form, this is computed as 

bT = K Hn(2) - Hn(l) 
bt P(2)' - P(l) (21) 

where K = 8.430 C day-l W-1 m2 mb, Hn(l) = Ht(l) - H+(l) is the net 

LW irradiance at the top of the layer in units of Wm-2 and pel) is 

pressure in mb. The subscript (2) refers to the base of the layer. 

The units of bT/bt are °c day-l. 

The longwave radiative effects of a cloud l~ver were specified 

by the broadband emissivity of the layer defined in equation (17). 

Figure 9 shows the conditions imposed on the long\~ave irradiance at 

the boundaries of a cirrus cloud. The downward ilrradiance at cloud 

top H+(l) and the upward irradiance at cloud base Ht(2) were assumed 

to be the same as the clear sky value. The contr"ibutions to the 

upward irradiance at cloud top Ht(l) and the down\~ard irradiance at 

cloud base H+(2) are illustrated in Figure 10 as a function of cloud 

emissivity E*. A 2 km thick cloud with a base pressure of 200 mb 

was assumed for the calculations. The effects of transmission and 

self emission are given by the solid lines for Ht(l) and by the 

broken lines for H+(2). In each case, the dark line is the sum of 

the two lighter ones. The result is a decrease of Ht(l) and an 

increase of H+(2) relative to the values calculated in the clear 

atmosphere. This causes an increased convergence of net irradiance 

both beneath the cloud and within the cloud layer itself. 



LONGWAVE TRANSFER: BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

H~(I) Ht(I)= [(I-E*) Ht(2)] + [E*o-T ~]' 
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Figure 9. - Upward and downward longwave irradiances at the cirrus 
cloud boundaries. 
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IV. MODEL RESULTS 

A. Radiative Divergence 

Shortwave and longwave radiative divergence values were calcu

lated for realistic values of optical thickness and longwave 

emissivity of the cirrus layer. Three cloud base pressures and two 

geometric thicknesses were considered. The United States Standard 

Tropical Atmosphere (1966) was used in the computations. Table 2 

summarizes the cirrus cloud characteristics examined: 

PRESSURE OF CLOUD BASE 
(mb. ) 

300 
300 
200 
200 
150 
150 

Table 2. 

GEOMETRIC THICKNESS 
(km. ) 

1 
2 
1 

2 

2 

h*} 

.2035-.2849 .2-.4 

. 1221- .2442 .3-.8 

.0814-.2035 .2-.4 

.0814-.2442 .3-.8 

.0407- .1221 .2-.4 

.0407-.0814 .3-.8 

The divergence of net radiation in the layer from surface to 

cloud base is shown in Figure 11 for a 2 km. thick cirrus cloud 

with a base pressure of 200 mb. The computations were performed 

for latitude l50N and the l83rd day of the year and for a realistic 

range of T* and E*. Divergence in the subcloud layer decreases 

with increasing cloud infrared emissivity. This is to be expected 

from the results of Figure 9 where the downward flux at cloud base 

increases with E* while the upward flux remains constant. Divergence 

also decreases with decreasing shortwave optical thickness. 
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Optically thin clouds tranSmit solar energy readi.1y~ further 

suppressing the cooling by allowing gaseous absorption of short

wave energy beneath the cloud. For the range of probable cirrus 

layer radiative characteristics, the divergence is less than that 

calculated without the cloud layer present. The clear sky value 

of 178 wm- 2 (800 mb)-l is indicated by the horizontal line in 

Figure 11. This clear sky radiative temperature change is 

illustrated in Figure 12 as the locus of shortwave extinction and 

infrared emissivity which gives a radiative temperature change 

of _1.90 C day-l through this subcloud layer. Cirrus clouds 2 km 

thick with a base pressure of 200 mb have radiative properties 

lying completely in the region of suppressed cooling. The 

dependence of the below-cloud divergence on the sun's declination 

is very slight. Between the winter solstice (solar declination = 

-23.50
) and day 115 (solar declination = +150

), the daily cooling 

rate decreases by 0.1 0 C day-l. This is a 6% variation of radiative 

temperature change over a large range of solar zenith angles. 

The divergence of net radiation within the cloud layer itself 

is shown in Figure 13 for the same 2 km thick cirrus cloud. The 

values are negative implying a radiative warming of the cirrus layer. 

The 10ngwave effects are dominant with divergence increasing with 

cloud blackness. This warming may be expressed (see Appendix A) 

as a linear function of the cloud longwave emissivity. 

LlT TOTAL 
G-) L\t (22) 
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LW 
where (~i)BLACK is the infrared radiative temperature change of a 

cloud layer whose emissivity is unity. The dependence of the 

divergence on the absorptivity of the cirrus crystals is illustrated 

by the small increase in layer warming when l-wo is increased by a 

factor of five. 

A 2 km thick cirrus cloud with T* = 0.1628 contains four grams 

of ice in a 1 m2 vertical column through the cloud. Allowing this 

ice to sublimate with a linear decrease of both cloud mass and 

radiative heating with time yields a total SUblimation of the cloud 

ice mass in 48 minutes. The radiatively generated energy obviously 

must be dissipated to the air around each crystal if the cloud is 

to retain its structure over a long time period. 

Possible explanations for the export of this radiatively 

generated energy from the cloud layer come from an examination of 

the first law of thermodynamics. With the local time derivatives 

of T and P zero and ignoring the horizontal pressute gradient, this 

is written 

bT = u rr + (yd - y) w + S 
bt ax (23) 

where ~i is the radiatively generated energy, u is the horizontal 

velocity of the air relative to the cirrus cloud particles, W is 

the vertical motion of the air through the cloud and S represents 

other diabatic processes not explicitly considered. Horizontal 

motion of the air relative to the cloud particles and expansion of 

the air undergoing vertical motion through the cloud are assumed to 

account equally for the total export of energy generated radiatively. 
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Considering u to be an eddy component of the horizontal wind 

having a veloC"ity relative to the crystals of the cirrus cloud and 

allowing the a"ir traversing 10 km of cirrus cloud to warm 10 C 

(within measurl~ment accuracy) gives 

- - 1 ~H.<lt - .. (.5}(2.8} m sec-l ;: 0.2 m sec-l . (24} 
u - "2" a . ax - (86400100=41' 

This value is within measurement accuracy for drift velocities of 

clouds relative to the wind. 

The vertical velocity necessary to dissipate} of the 

radiative energy by expansion may be computed from 

1 (~T _ (.5)(2.8)(105) _ -1 
w = .5 yd-y ~t) - (4)(86400) - 0.41 cm sec (25) 

where Yd is the adiabatic lapse rate of temperature = 100 C km- l 

and y is the actual lapse rate through the cloud = 6°C km- l . 

W = 0.3 cm sec ··1 is reasonable for the tropi ca 1 atmosphere. 

The diverHence of radiation across cirrus layers of different 

geometric thicknesses and base pressures is illustrated in Figure 

14 for l-wo = 10-3 and for a range of emissivity indicated by the 

solid line in each case. The divergence in all cases tends toward 

zero as E* goes to zero. A cloud of the same geometric thickness 

exhibits a greater negative divergence of net radiation at higher 

altitudes; thicker clouds with the same base pressure show a 

similar effect. This is caused by the decrease of the emitted 

E*crTT4 term at lower temperatures and its effect on the divergence 

of upward irradiance (c.f. Figure 10). Lower, warmer cirrus give 

radiative cooling at all values of E* while the higher clouds warm 

radiatively. 
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Above the cloud, in the layer from cloud top to the top of 

the atmosphere, the divergence is suppressed relative to the clear 

sky value. FiHure 15 illustrates the linear decrease of divergence 

with decreasing emissivity. With s* = .8, the dominant s*aTT
4 term 

(see Figure 10) reduces the net irradiance at cloud top to a value 

less than the net irradiance at 10 mb, giving a longwave radiative 

temperature change of -0.920 C day-l. As s* decreases, the 

difference in the net fluxes decreases as does the divergence. 

The shortwave heating in the layer increases with T*. More energy 

is reflected by an optically thicker cloud thus increasing the 

amount absorbed in this above-cloud layer. 

Figure 16 presents a comparison between the vertical profiles 

of daily averaged radiational temperature change for a cloudless 

tropical atmosphere and for the same atmosphere with a 2 km thick 

ci rrus 1 ayer w'ith a base pressure of 200 mb. The shortwave opti ca 1 

thickness of the cloud is 0.1628 and the longwave emissivity is 0.3. 

The value of s* was chosen to give the minimum radiative effect. 

The optical thickness lies in the center of the expected range of 

values. With cirrus clouds present, each layer of the atmosphere 

with the exception of the 50mb layer immediately above the cloud, 

warms radiatively more (or cools less) than that calculated for a 

cloudless atmosphere. The strong warming effect in the cloud layer 

itself (200-150 mb) is linearly dependent on cloud infrared 

emissivity as shown in equation (22). 

A numerical problem in the computation of irradiance by the 

model for the layers of the atmosphere immediately adjacent to the 

cloud was discovered and the transfer of longwave radiation through 
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Figure 16. - Vertical profiles of daily averaged radiational 
temperature change for a cloudless tropical atmosphere 
and for the same atmosphere with cirrus. 
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these layers was calculated using spectral emissivities. Because 

the assumption of grey body longwave irradiance at the cirrus cloud 

boundary is not entirely realistic for the 550-800 cm- l absorption 

band of carbon dioxide, the model underestimates the irradiance at 

cloud base in this spectral interval. Emission by CO2 gas at 

warmer temperatures in the layer below the cloud gives an anomalous 

increase in the downward irradiance at 250 mb. The divergence of 

this radiation gives a physically unrealistic value of cooling for 

this first subcloud layer. Similarly, the transITlission of upward 

irradiance through the cloud and the grey body partitioning of this 

radiation gives an anomalous increase of irradiance in the CO2 band. 

Absorption and re-emission by carbon dioxide at colder environmental 

temperatures above the cloud give a physically unrealistic 

convergence of radiation in this first layer. 

To correct this shortcoming, the downward irradiance in the 

first layer below the cloud and the upward irradiance in the first 

layer above the cloud in the carbon dioxide band from 550-800 cm-l 

were investigated from the initial conditions at the cloud boundaries 

using a longwave transfer model with 10 cm- l spectral resolution. 

For example: 

(26) 

where ~El is the emissivity of CO2 in the first layer of the 

atmosphere above the cloud. The first term represents emission by 

carbon dioxide in the first 50 mb layer of the atmosphere above 
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the cloud; the second term is the irradiance at cloud top in the 

CO2 band which is transmitted through this layer. The 550-800 cm-l 

carbon dioxide! band shows a relative divergence of upward irradiance 

above the cloud. This divergence (cooling) increases with increasing 

e:*. The dowm/ard irradiance below the cloud in this spectral region 

exhibits a ne~la.tive divergence (warming) that increases with E*. 

Equations similar to (26) were developed for the spectrally 

integrated longwave irradiance at the boundaries of these two 

layers. Equation (21) was then applied to yield the longwave 

radiative temperature change. For a black cloud with the same 

geometric chaY'acteristics as in Figure 16, (~~\w = +0.880 C day-l 

in the first layer below the cloud and (~~)LW = -0.670 C day-l 

in the layer immediately above the cloud. Shortwave heating is 

increased above a cirrus cloud due to absorption of the reflected 

component. This effect moderates the longwave cooling. Because 

the longwave lirradiance quickly regains its spectral characteristics 

due to emission by gaseous components of the atmosphere, the cooling 

rate computat"ions for other layers of the atmosphere further 

removed from the cloud layer are expected to be physically realistic. 

B. Parameter-ization of Cirrus Effects on Radiative Divergence 

The radiative temperature change in three layers of the 

atmosphere fo'r the cirrus clouds of Table 2 has been parameterized 

in terms of the thickness of the cloud layer and the temperature of 

the cloud base. The range of cloud radiative properties is 

determined by these phYSical inputs. The maximum and minimum 

radiative temperature change for the three layers previously 
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defined is shown as a function of cloud base temperature for 1 km 

thick cirrus in Figure 17 and for cirrus clouds 2 km thick in 

Figure 18. The combinations of r* and E* which give the maximum 

radiative temperature change for each of the three layers is shown 

in Table 3. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Table 3: Combination of r* and E* which give the 
maximum radiative temperature change for 
each of the three layers of Figures 17 and 18. 

ATMOSPHERIC LAYER 

Below Cloud 

Within Cloud 

Above Cloud 

MAXIMUM I::.T/I::.t 

Smallest 

Small est 

Largest 

E* 

Largest 

Largest 

Smallest 

(1) Smaller cloud optical thickness will attenuate less shortwave 

energy allowing it to penetrate through the cloud and be absorbed 

in the subcloud layer. Larger values of E* increase the downward 

irradiance at cloud base while decreasing the loss of infrared 

radiation from the warmer underlying layers. The result is a 

maximum of radiative temperature change. 

(2) Smaller T* gives less shortwave reflection at the cloud top. 

This allows more energy to be absorbed by the molecular constituents 

within the cloud. The increase with E* of radiative warming in 

high cold cirrus cloud layers is due mainly to the reduction of 

the transmitted component of the upward irradiance at cloud top 

when 8* is large and the resulting convergence of net radiation. 

(3) In the above cloud layer, the larger T* reflects more energy 
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back into the layer allowing more shortwave absorption to occur. 

The smaller values of £* give a greater transmission of below cloud 

radiation through to the atmosphere above the cloud and a greater 

relative convergence of longwave radiation in this layer. 

C. Radiative Energy Budget of the Tropical Atmosphere 

The total 'radiative energy budget at the surface of the sea 

and at the top of the atmosphere is determined for the cloudless 

tropical atmosphere and the same atmosphere with cirrus clouds 

present. Net shortwave and longwave radiative energy budgets are 

constructed at the top and bottom of the atmosphere to yield the 

divergence of total radiation in the atmosphere in one day as a 

function of cirrus cloud radiative properties. July 2, the midpoint 

of the calendar year, was chosen for computational purposes. 

The net flux of shortwave energy at the sea surface is 

determined at each zenith angle by the downward irradiance multi

plied by [1 - ACe)]. The albedo A(e}, employed is given in Appendix 

B. Computations for the clear sky and for three optical thicknesses 

of cirrus clouds are shown in Figure 19. The net irradiance is 

strongly dependent on the optical thickness of the cloud layer 

because the transmissivity of the cirrus cloud is exponentially 

dependent on .* (equation (12», and the transmissivity of the 

entire atmosphere is drastically reduced as the optical thickness 

of the cirrus cloud layer increases. 

Curves similar to those in Figure 19 were computed for the 

net shortwave irradiance at the top of the atmosphere. Here the 

net irradiance is the difference between the downward radiation 

from space and the irradiance, reflected from the cirrus cloud and 
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from the sea surface, which is transmi.tted through the atmosphere. 

Several factors allow the net irradiance at the top of the atmo

sphere to decrease slowly with increasing optical thickness. With 

cirrus clouds present, the increase of cloud reflectivity with 

solar zenith angle is balanced by the decrease of sea surface 

albedo and the reduced atmospheric transmissivity. As a result, 

HtT6~ increases only slightly over the upward flux of shortwave 

irradiance in the clear atmosphere. In the cloudless atmosphere, 

HtT~~ is a result of Rayleigh scattering by molecules and large 

transmissivity of the atmosphere combined with a larger sea surface 

albedo for global radiation. 

The net irradiance integrated over all zenith angles gives 

the net shortwave energy at the top and bottom of the atmosphere. 

Figure 20 shows net shortwave energy vs .• * for the cases described 

above. The more rapid decrease of net energy at the sea surface 

is apparent. The energy absorbed by the atmosphere is the difference 

of the two curves. This is illustrated in Figure 21. The atmo

sphere with cirrus clouds present (solid black line) absorbs more 

shortwave energy than the cloud-free atmosphere. 

The second component of the total energy budget is the net 

longwave radiation. The net longwave energy at the top of the 

atmosphere and at the sea surface is dependent on the cloud 

infrared" emissivity and the surface temperature. The atmosphere's 

temperature and moisture structure are held constant through the 

computations. 

Because of the large amounts of water vapor present in the 

lower levels of the tropical atmosphere employed, the emissivity 
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r* 

Figure 21. - Shortwave energy absorbed by the atmosphere for 
different cloud optical thicknesses; formed by 
differencing the curves of Figure 19. 
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of the continuum (8-12 ~m) is large (Cox, 1973) and the downward, 

longwave irradiance at the surface is insensitive to the emissivity 

of a high cirrus cloud layer; increasing 0.2% from the clear 

to the E* = 0.8 case. It is sensitive, however, to the 

temperature of the sea surface since the surface temperature 

directly influences the average temperature of the first layer of 

the atmosphere above the surface. The upward flux of longwave 

radiation at the surface depends on the emissivity of the surface 

and on its infrared reflectivity. The infrared emissivity used 

was assumed to be 0.97 and the infrared reflectivity of the sea 

surface 0.03, as given by Anderson (1954). The net longwave flux 

at the surface is then given by 

Hn = H~ - [0.97 crTs4 + 0.03 H~] 
SFC 

(27) 

The longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere is 

relatively independent of surface temperature because of the water 

vapor pressure broadened continuum but depends strongly on the E* 

of the cirrus layer. Again we assume that the atmospheric 

temperature and moisture profiles remain constant. 

The total radiation budget of the sea surface then is dependent 

primarily on the shortwave optical thickness of the cirrus cloud and 

on the sea surface temperature. Figure 22 shows this dependence for 

three values of the surface temperature. The variation of the net 

energy is seen to be equally dependent on the longwave and shortwave 

budgets. 

At the top of the atmosphere the radiative energy budget is 

dependent primarily on the radiative properties and temperature of 
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the cirrus cloud. An increase of ocean surface temperature of 80 K 

gives virtually no increase of upward flux at the cirrus cloud base. 

This dependence is illustrated in Figure 23 for realistic vlaues of 

.* and E*. Again both the shortwave and longwave properties equally 

control the total radiative energy budget. 

Figure 24a shows the shortwave and longwave radiative energy 

budgets at four levels of the atmosphere for the cloudless case 

and with a 2 km thick cirrus cloud (E* = 0.3, .* = 0.1628) present. 

The net shortwave energy above the c 1 Dud is reduc,ed because of the 

c10ud 's reflectivity. Longwave losses are also reduced because of 

the low emission temperature of the cirrus cloud. The result is a 

slight reduction in the total net radiative energy at the top of 

the atmosphere from that expected in the cloudless atmosphere. 
-

Increased ,cirrus emissivity will decrease the 10n9wave losses at 

the top of the atmosphere while increased cloud optical thickness 

will increase the loss of shortwave radiation by reflection at the 

cloud layer. At the bottom of the atmosphere, the net radiative 

energy is decreased when cirrus clouds are present because of the 

reduced transmissivity of the atmosphere for shortwave radiation. 

Reflection by the cloud is the main factor reducing the energy 

incident at the surface. The longwave surface budget is insensitive 

to the presence of the cloud layer. 

The net energy at four levels is presented in Figure 24b along 

with the net energy change and radiative temperature change for 

three layers encompassing the atmosphere. The convergence of 

radiati,ve energy in the cirrus cloud 'layer is particularly clear. 

Below the cloud the divergence of total net radiative energy is 
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Figure 23. - Net radiative energy at the top of the atmosphere 
as a function of T* and E* of the cirrus cloud • . 
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aOUDLESS CIRRUS CLOUD 
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Figure 24a. - Shortwave and longwave daily 
radiative energy budgets for 
the cloudless atmosphere and 
with cirrus clouds present. 
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suppressed relative to the divergence in the cloudless atmosphere. 

This is due to the increased downward longwave irradiance at the 

cirrus cloud base. The total loss through the atmosphere of 1.02 x 

107 Joules m-2 day-l with this cirrus cloud present is 68% of the 

divergence in tne cloudless atmosphere. Increasing the cirrus 

cloud's infrared emissivity to 0.8 decreases the total divergence 

to 27% of the cloudless sky value. A 2 km thick cloud located at 

300 mb with E* = 0.3 reduces the total divergence to 74.0% of the 

cloudless value. 

The divergence of total radiation in the atmosphere is given 

by the difference in the radiative energy at the top and at the 

bottom. Table 4 summarizes this energy divergence for three values 

of surface temperature and for probable radiative properties of 

2 km thick' cirrus clouds with a base pressure of 200 mb. 

The importance of a cirrus cloud in the energetics of the 

atmosphere may be illustrated by comparing the release of energy 

to the atmosphere by precipitation processes in a cumulonimbus 

cloud with the suppression of radiative energy divergence caused 

by a cirrus cloud layer which may have been produced by the 

convective cell. Lopez (1972) has estimated the total rainfall 

expected from a typical cumulonimbus cloud to be 2.4 cm of water 

over a 2 km effective cloud radius. This is 3 x lOll gm of liquid 

water with a total latent energy content of 7.50 x 1014 Joules. 

The divergence of total radiation (from Table 4) with T* = 0.1673, 

E* = 0.5 and Ts = 298 K is 0.94 x 107 Joules m-2 day-l. This is 

a gain of 0.74 x 107 Joules m-2 day-lover the clear sky value. 
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Table 4 

DIVERGENCE OF TOTAL RADIATION IN THE TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE 

OVER AN OCEAN SURFACE WITH CIRRUS PRESENT 

(Joules m-2 day-l x 107) 

T* clear Ts e:* = 0 

294 1.81 

298 1.68 

302.6 1.51 

.* = .0914 Ts €* .3 .5 .8 

294 1.23 0.99 0.62 

298 1.10 0.86 0.49 

302.6 0.94 0.70 0.33 

T* = .1628 T s €* .3 .5 .8 

294 1.31 1.07 0.70 

298 1.18 0.94 0.57 

302.6 1.02 0.78 0.41 

.* = .21142 Ts e;* .3 .5 .8 

294 1.42 1.18 0.81 

298 1.29 1.05 0.68 

302.6 1.13 0.89 0.52 
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From satellite observations by Vander Haar (1969), the area of the 

cirrus canopy is estimated to be five times that of the cumulo

nimbus cloud. This cirrus cloud will generate radiatively in one 

day an energy excess over the clear sky value of 4.65 x 1014 Joules 

or 62.0% of the latent energy content of the precipitation. 

Similar comparisons using the values of Table 5 give a minimum value 

of 31.8% for .* = .2442, E* = 0.3, Ts = 302.6 K and a maximum value 

of 99.7% for .* = 0.0814, E* = 0.8, Ts = 294 K. These maximum and 

minimum values may be considered to be equally probable since Davis 

(1970) shows no relationship between shortwave optical thickness 

and infrared emissivity for the cirrus clouds discussed above. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The radiative effects of cirrus clouds in a tropical atmosphere 

have been quantitatively modelled in terms of two bulk radiative 

properties of the cloud: shortwave optical thickness and effective 

infrared 'emissivity. Single scattering of shortwave radiation is 

assumed because of the small values of optical thickness characteristic 

of cirrus clouds. The cloud is assumed to emit thermally as a grey body. 

Examination of the vertical profiles of radiative temperature 

change in the atmosphere with cirrus clouds present indicates that 

cirrus clouds may be of major importance in determining the energy 

budget of the tropical atmosphere. This assertion is based upon the 

following results: 

(1) The suppression, relative to the clear sky, of radiative energy 

divergence where a cjrrus cloud is present causes in 24 hours an energy 

excess which is 31.8% to 99.7% of the latent heat release in a cumulo-

nimbus cloud. Th"is energy excess increases with increasing cloud 

infrared emissivity and with decreasing cloud temperature. 

(2) For the trop'ical cases investigated in this study, the radiative 

cooling of e~ery layer of the atmosphere, except the layer immediately 

above the cirrus cloud, is less than the corresponding radiative 

cooling in the cloudless atmosphere; in some instances by as much as 

,0 C day-l. 

(3) The presence of cirrus clouds decreases the total net radiative 

energy loss of the entire atmosphere to a value which is 78.5% to 21.9% 

of the loss from a cloudless atmosphere. 

(4) The net radiative energy budget at the surface of the ocean shows 

a significant 21% decrease in the shortwave component when cirrus clouds 
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are present while the net radiative energy at the top of the atmosphere 

is virtually unchanged by the presence of a typical cirf'us cloud layer. 

The radiative effects of any cirrus cloud may be derived using the 

methods presented in this study if the height and thickness of the cirrus 

cloud layer, the effective infrared emissivity, the ice particle concen

tration and the atmospheric temperature and moisture profiles are known. 

The radiative temperature changes of three layers encompassing the 

atmosphere are shown to be linearly dependent on the bulk radiative 

properties of the cirrus cloud. The parameterization of radiative 

divergence as a function of cloud thickness and base temperature has 

taken advantage of this linear variation. 

Improvement of the model presented here depends on more and better 

measurements of the physical and radiative properties of cirrus clouds: 
-

radiometric measurements of e*t and e*~ will lend greater detail to the 

longwave results; determination of spectral emissivity will eliminate 

the problems associated with the grey body assumption; Ineasurement of 

the cloud particle size distribution will allow better specification of 

the details of shortwave radiative transfer; shortwave transmissivity 

and albedo measurements will help to verify the model's theoretical 

predictions. 
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APPENDIX A: Radiative Temperature Change of the Cloud Layer 

The dependence of the radiative temperature change of a layer on 

the broad band emissivity of the layer is derived from the longwave 

boundary conditions presented in Figure 8. The net irradiance at each 

level is formed by differencing the downward and upward fluxes: 

(lA) Hn(l) = Ht(l) - H+(l) = (1 - E*)Ht(2) + E*B(l) - H+(l) 

(2A) Hn(2) = Ht(2) - H+(2) = Ht(2) - (1 - E*)H+(l) - E*B(2) 

where B(l) is the black body radiation at the temperature of the cloud 

top. The subscript 2 refers to cloud base. Subtracting equation (lA) 

from equation (2A) gives after some rearranging 

(3A) Hn(2) - Hn(l) = E*{[H+(l) + Ht(2)] - [B(l) + B(2)]} 

for a black cloud the difference in net flux is 

(4A) Bn(2) - Bn(l) =. ([Ht(1) + Ht(2)] - [B(1) + B(2)]} 

The rate of radiative temperature change for the layer is 

proportional to the difference in the net fluxes at the top and bottom 

of the layer,. Dividing (3A) by (4A) gives: 

(SA) E* = 
Hn ( 2) - Hn ( 1) 
Bn(2) - BnO) = 

rearranging: 

(6A) liT = E* (liT) 
lit lit BLACK 
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APPENDIX B: Albedo of the Sea Surface for Global Radiation 

Shortwave radiation from the sun reaches the surface of the earth 

partly as direct radiation and partly as diffuse radiation. The total 

albedo of a surface is given by the sum of the albedos for the direct 

and diffuse radiation weighted by the corresponding fractions of direct 

and diffuse energy. 

(lB) ~OTAL = FOIRECT * AOIRECT + FOIFFUSE * AOIFFUSE 

where F is the fraction of direct and diffuse energy and A is the 

corresponding albedo. 

A plane water surface with a parallel beam unpolar;zed light 

incident has an albedo given by the Fresnel formula 

(2B) A(s) = -21 sin
2 

(S-R) + tan
2 

(e-R) 
sin2 (e+R) tan2 (e+R) 

where e is the .angle of incidence of the beam and R is the angle of 

refraction. 

radiation incident. 

sin e 
sin R = n = 1.33 for water with shortwave 

Equation (2B) gives a very good approximation to observations over 

a calm sea in clear weather [Kondratyev (1969) § 7.3]. 

The albedo of a water surface for diffuse radiation can be computed 

by integrating equation (2B) over all incident angles. 

rr/2 

(36) AOIFFUSE = 2 J A(s) cos e sin s d e 
o 

where S is the solar zenith angle. The value of the integral is 0.066. 

Measurements by Powell and Clarke (1936) on an overcast day over the sea 

confirm this value. Table lB presents the results of their measurements. 



DATE 

10 July 1935 

10 July 1935 

10 July 1935 
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TABLE lB. 

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITION 

overcast, no wind 

overcast, light wind 

overcast, light wind 

e A 

0.064 (average) 

0.067 

0.065 (average) 

The fractions of direct and diffuse energy reaching the surface with 

cirrus clouds present and under cloudless conditions, has been tabulated 

by Kondratyev (1969) as a function of solar zenith angle 9. Table 2B 

presents the results of measurements. 

TABLE 2B. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CIRRUS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Solar Zenith Angle 87.5 85 82.5 80 75 70 65 60 50 40 

Direct Energy 
Ely min- l ] 

Diffuse Energy 
ely min-1] 

FDIRECT 

Direct Energy 
ely min-1] 

Diffuse Energy 
ely min-1] 

FDIRECT 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.11 0.21 0.32 0.60 0.90 

-0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.22 0.26 0.29 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.41 0.53 0.59 0.70 0.76 

CLOUDLESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0.03 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.22 0.33 0.46 0.59 0.84 1.10 

0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 

0.60 0.67 0.69 0.72 0.76 0.80 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.90 
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Equation (18) was then evaluated at each zenith angle a to give the 

albedo of the sea surface for global radiation which is shown in Figure 

(18). The solid line is the cloudless case and the broken line is the 

albedo when cirrus clouds are present. 
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